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Cooperative tube extraction by single-headed kinesin motors
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Kinesins are a large family of processive molecular
motors involved in many tasks of intracellular traffic.
Most of them are dimeric motors composed by two mo-
tor ”heads”which walk in a hand-over-hand fashion by
alternating sequentially the motor domains attached to
a microtubule. However, this model fails to describe
the dynamics of KIF1A1, a monomeric kinesin motor
which moves processively by ”hoppingalong the micro-
tubule track and is able to freely diffuse while still weak-
ly bound to the filament, without detaching during many
steps.

KIF1A is mostly found in neurons and it plays a
fundamental role in anterograde axonal transport. Large
vesicles that contain synaptic precursors are carried from
the cell body over long distances along the axon in order
to supply dendrites. It remains unknown why monomer-
ic and not the most common dimeric kinesins are the
ones involved specifically in this process. This is an
intriguing question since dimeric kinesins largely out-
perform monomeric kinesins, while at the same time,
axonal transport is the most demanding one in terms of
force, velocity and distance. On the other hand, long
processivity and large forces can naturally be achieved
by assembling large numbers of motors to the same vesi-
cle. We propose that the reason why KIF1A motors are
specific to the most demanding tasks could be an unusual
and remarkable adaptation to cooperative action, which
could largely compensate their individual inefficiency.
Incidentally, intracellular traffic disorders are associated
to many neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s
disease, hence a deeper understanding of collective self-
organization of motors in axonal transport is potentially
relevant to neuromedicine.

To study the cooperative action of small groups of
motors pulling on membrane-bound cargoes, a series
of biomimetic experiments has been proposed in recent
years, which address the problem of the spontaneous for-
mation and extraction of membrane tubes out of giant
vesicles by molecular motors, under controlled conditions
in vitro2. Most studies have been performed with con-
ventional (dimeric) kinesins. The fluidity of the mem-
brane and the kinetic properties of motors lead to the
self-organization of motors clusters at the tube tip. The
cooperative action of clusters is indeed required to ex-
plain the phenomenon and, for conventional kinesins, the
problem is satisfactorily well understood at a quantita-
tive level3,4. However, recent studies of Brownian ratch-
ets that mimic the behaviour of monomeric kinesin un-
der the conditions of the experiments of tube extraction,
have revealed non-trivial dynamics leading to a dramatic
enhancement of efficiency of groups of motors with re-

spect to what one would expect from pure superposition
of individual motors5,6. The exchange kinetics of motors
between the microtubule and the membrane that con-
trols the problem of tube extraction, however, has not
been addressed.

Here we develop a quantitatively realistic and predic-
tive model of a proposed experiment of tube extraction
by collective action of KIF1A motors. We simulate the
statistics of the motor cluster at the tip of a membrane
tube under tension including the motor exchange kinet-
ics, and compute both the collective force-velocity curves
and the fluctuations of the tip position. These nontrivial
observables behave very differently from their counter-
parts of conventional kinesin. The experiment proposed
is expected to shed light onto the biological function of
monomeric kinesin in intracellular traffic and will also al-
low to determine some of the unknown parameters gov-
erning the action of these motors.
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Figura 1. Tube extraction diagram showing the transition
rates between the ratchet potential and the membrane tube.
r is the curvature radius of the tip and σ is the motor size.
Motors diffuse freely in U2 and U0 states.
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